Training students the discernment ability is an important task in distance education. To improve the training results, this paper makes following contributions: (1) Extensive experiments are given to show that: DRPA is much more efficient and accuracy than traditional method.
determine their points of view (Pro or Con). After drawing cuts, the teams have 24 hours to prepare their debate. In order to use the web resources, the coaches and teams are in urgent need of a tool to help discriminate web courseware with different points of view on a specific topic.
Example 2. In a research area, there are often different academic camps holding different or opposed view points, for example, the arguments on human rights in Africa, the debate on heredity and aberrance in biology, the arguments about "goto" statement in programming languages, the controversy about universal schema in database area, etc.. In order to train the discernment ability of distance learning students, professors teaching the RSAW course need a tool to recognize and select web documents in different view points to organize the Web Tutor Tree (Tang C. Lau R.W.H. Li Q.,Yin H. Li T. and D. Kilis.2000) .. Sometimes, a professor may prefer his/her students to read 60% read 60% of the papers in a particular point of view and 40% of papers in the other point of view.
The above examples show that the training student's discernment ability is an important task for distance education. To enhance student's discernment ability by distance education, we suggest the web courseware on controversial social issues with different viewpoints for discernment training. In order to construct good training courseware for this purpose and to check students' exercises in discernment training, an automatic document discrimination method called DRPA (Discriminating via Representative Phrase) is proposed along with five algorithms in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives related works and deficiency of existing work, Section 3 discusses the limitation of traditional approaches for courseware discrimination and discusses the special approach in this work. Section 4 gives preliminary concepts and notions of DRPA.
Sections 5 and 6 present the algorithms for extracting representative phrases, calculating characteristic array and threshold array, objective discrimination, and subjective discrimination. Section 7 shows some experimental results of the proposed method in a classroom environment, demonstrating the efficiency of the algorithms. Finally, section 8 briefly concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK AND DEFICIENCY OF TRADITIONAL METHODS
Document discrimination can be viewed as a special case of text classification that is widely used in e-commerce, e-services, virtual offices and network security (e.g., discriminating black emails), and has been studied extensively as many methods have been developed [Tang C ., Lau R.W.H., Yin H. Li Q. Lu Y. Yu Z., Xiang L., and Zhang T. 1999), Tang C., Yu Z., You Z., Zhang T., and Yang. L. 2000, Mannila H. and Toivonen H.1999) , M. Jiang, S. Tseng, and C. Tsai.1999) . Various research directions have been explored, such as K-nearest neighbor (kNN) algorithms, neural networks , decision trees (ID3) ( Damerau C., Weiss F.1994) , rule learning, support vector machine (SVM), linear classifiers, and Naive Bayes methods. Some new methods have been studied in recent years for text classification (Tang C, Li Q. Rynson W.H.L. Huang X .2003) .
As the limit of paper space , the detail analyses and comparison for the related works are omitted here. By the special feature, the general text classification methods are not efficient for Web documents discrimination. Most existing methods discriminate documents based on keyword matching. Some of them may require human interaction. This raises two problems: （1） Low efficiency caused by the interactive process and the manual operation.
（2） Low accuracy of identification including failure to report con (negative) courseware and treating pro (positive) as con courseware.
A Web courseware is a set of semi-structural files (usually in the format of HTML, XML, PDF or emails) containing formatted elements and non-formatted elements, HyperText Links. The formatted elements include header, title, URL, author, and the other extractable parts by XML technique. The rest, i.e., non-formatted elements, are as heap of sentences. The Semi-structure feature has been studied extensively.
The traditional keyword-matching approach includes two steps:
a. Handling formatted elements
The formatted part, such as header, title, author, URL, and email address, is stored as a set of database records in the format of (<header, weight_h>, <name, weight_n>, <author, weight_a>, <URL, weight_u>, ...), where weight_h is the weight indicating the contribution of the header to the classification, and so on. The weight values are initialized by the expert's experience and re-evaluated after each session, i.e., they are being updated in the learning process. The process of handling formatted part is relatively mature, and hence will not be discussed in this paper.
b. Handling non-formatted elements
Since the non-formatted part is a set of sentences, the traditional processing methods to discriminate courseware usually include the following steps:
• Predefine a set of sensitive words.
• Extract sensitive words from the documents and compute the number of occurrences. If this number of occurrences is greater than a predefined threshold, the courseware is classified as Con (point of view);
To overcome these limitations of traditional key words matching, this paper adopts the technique from natural language understanding. The details will be explained in rest sections.
SPECIAL APPROACH FOR WEB COURSEWARE DISCRIMINATION
The discrimination of Web courseware is different from general document discrimination because Web courseware can be well organized into a Web Tutor Tree(Tang C. Lau R.W.H. Li Q.,Yin H. Li T. and D. Kilis. 2000) under a predefined topic. In addition, the different viewpoints are known and may be expressed by representative (pro/con) sentences. To overcome the special difficulties in Web courseware discrimination described above, this paper proposes a new method named DRPA (Discriminating web courseware based on Representative Phrase Assaying). First, DRPA extracts the representative sentences (such as the first and last sentences in a section) from a training set of web courseware. Second, it parses these sentences to get the main semantic elements. Third, it counts and assays pro/con elements. Finally, by employing a typical data mining method, DRPA gets the judgment rules for Web courseware. The major deficiency of the traditional approach is that it only considers isolated keywords during the matching process, instead of the meaning of the Web courseware. Hence, it is a lexical but not semantic mechanism. This paper takes the semantic approach. To formalize it, we give the following definitions. 2. Each document in TrainWareS is already classified (pro or con).
CONCEPTS AND NOTIONS
3. It should be representative enough for the task, say, containing the typical pro and con classes of courseware documents.
Experiments conducted on natural language processing show that some sentences condense the idea of a paragraph. To formalize this observation, we define the following concepts:
Definition 2. The representative sentence set of a document, denoted as RepSentenSet, is the set containing the first and last sentences of each paragraph, all sentences from the first and the last paragraphs in that document, and sentences with emphatic marks. An element of RepSentenSet is denoted as RepSenten.
The procedure GetRepSentenSet(doc, RepSentenSet) is to obtain the set of representative sentences from a courseware document doc; this is a simple procedure, which details are omitted. In Web files, a paragraph is indicated by HTML or XML marks such as <p>, </p>, <br>, etc.. Linguistics research shows that 70% or more meaning of a sentence can be expressed by SPO-Structure (i.e., the expression of Subject, Predicate and Object). Thus, we have: Example 3. Consider the Web courseware for distance learning students in Economics. It includes documents about stocks from Yahoo!Finance (Zuo J, Tang C. and Zhang T.2002) . Representative sentences of document doc are listed below: S1: The markets were up after a government report showed job growth and wages rose less than expected in May, raising optimism that the Federal Reserve can limit the number of interest-rate increases in coming months. S2: After some softness early in the morning, the Dow has scaled back from a loss while the Nasdaq and S&P added to their gains. Intuitively, a courseware document is evaluated synthetically by assaying all phrases such as the number of Pro / Con phrases, and the average score of the phrases. To formalize this, we need to define the characteristic array of a document.
Definition 4 (Characteristic array of a document)
Let doc be a courseware document, and {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n } be the set of representative phrases extracted from doc, with n being the size of the set. Let Negative and
Positive be the numbers of all Con phrases and Pro phrases, respectively.
1. The con ratio of doc is defined as: Con = -Negative / n.
2. The pro ratio of doc is defined as: Pro = Positive / n.
3. The average score of all phrases of doc is defined as:
4. The characteristic array of document doc is defined as: CA = <Score, Con, Pro>.
Note that Negative ≥ 0, Con ≤ 0, and the score in the characteristic array of doc is different from that of the representative phrase denoted by PhraseWeight.
Definition 5 (Gymnastics Average) Let S be a set of real numbers. The gymnastics average value of S, denoted as GymnasticsAve(S), is the average value of the elements in S 1 , where S 1 is the result of deleting 10% elements at the beginning and 10% elements at the end of S.
Note that the gymnastics average value is just like the scoring rule in such sport games as gymnastics and diving. This observation is based on statistical results and can be explained as follows. The teachers select web documents as course material according to the natural distribution of the score (Pro and Con). Proposition 1. Suppose that the above observation is true for TrainWareS and n ≥ 10. Then the Gymnastics threshold is more accuracy than the pessimistic threshold and the optimistic threshold.
Proof. The general proof for arbitrary n is prolixity and fussy. Here, we give a proof sketch for the statement on optimistic threshold, while the number of documents n=10. The principle for other cases is expected to be the same. It is easy to see that adding a very small positive number (close to zero), έ, to CA i .Con does not affect the whole statistical property. Hence, we may assume that no two optimistic threshold numbers are equal. Without loss of generality, we assume CA 1 .Con > CA 2 .Con > ... > CA 10 .Con.
(This assumption simplifies the proof.) For simplicity, we denote
OptimiticsDisSum = |CA 2 .Con -OptCon| + |CA 3 .Con -OptCon| + ... + |CA 9 .Con -OptCon|.
Note here that the top 10% of CA a .Con is ignored. GymnasticDisSum = |CA 1 .Con -GymCon| + | CA 2 .Con -GymCon| + ... + | CA 9 .Con -GymCon| Then g = (C 2 + C 3 + ... + C 9 ) / 8. It is easy to see that C 2 ≥ g ≥ C 9 . Similar proof can be applied to optimistic Pro, pessimistic Con and pessimistic Pro. Thus the Gymnastics threshold is more accurate than the pessimistic threshold and the optimistic threshold, as desired.
The assumption for n ≥ 10 is used to simplify the statement concerning the Gymnastic Average procedure. The case n<10 is meaningless in practice.
Based on the above concepts, the main idea of our assaying mechanism can be described by the following two steps:
Learning: Get the characteristic array from TrainWareS
• Construct TrainWareS of courseware documents according to the ENOUGH Criteria.
• Distill TrainPhr from TrainWareS by parsing technique.
• Evaluate each phrase in TrainPhr by setting p.PhraseWeight to the default (expert defined) value.
• Calculate the characteristic array for each courseware document in TrainWareS.
• Mine the threshold array from the set of characteristic arrays of TrainWareS.
2. Application: Classify the specified courseware document doc • Extract representative phrases from document doc by parsing technique.
• Get p.PhraseWeight by matching p in TrainPhrSet.
• Calculate characteristic array CA of doc.
• Classify doc based on comparing CA with the threshold array of TrainWareS.
DISTILLING REPRESENTATIVE PHRASES
The grammatical analysis algorithm for representative sentences is borrowed from the XinYi Internet
Chinese-English Translation System. It is a software product developed by us (Zuo J, Tang Example 4. Consider the syntax rules in XinYi system: S(VERB1) → SUB + VERB1 + NOUN. This is a representative rule in KB1. It describes the sentence structure with a verb. It requires the structure to be something like "Subject be Object". The sentence "It is a big room." satisfies this rule.
Example 5. Consider the rule: PREPNO → PREP + NOUN. This is a representative rule in KB2. It describes the phrase structure in the form of "Preposition + object". The object is a word or a Noun phrase.
Based on the syntax knowledge bases KB1 and KB2, the bottom-up parsing methods are used to distill the grammatical elements such as subject, predicate and object from the sentence. In this way, we get the representative phrases. Algorithm 1 shows the process to distill representative phrases from a document. Algorithm 1 is non-determinate. Thus, the back tracing mechanism is used to optimize the parsing process. The max back trace depth is set to 1,000. Our implementation of this algorithm in the XinYi system can process more than 1,500 Chinese characters per minute with CPU working in frequency 400M(Yu Z.
Tang C. and Zhang T. 2000).
Observation 2. Let m be the average number of words in sentence of web document. Then m≥2 and 25≥m.
This observation is based on the experiments on the real web documents.
Proposition 2. Let n be the number of sentences of input documents. Assume observation 2 is true, then the complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(n).
Proof. By the observation 2, at most n/2 sentences to be analyzed. And at most 25 words in a sentences. 
ASSAYING AND DISCRIMINATION
The characteristic array of a document is in the format CA = <Con, Pro, Score> (see Definition 4). It summarizes the characteristics of a document such as the percentage of Pro/Con phrases in the document.
Algorithm 2 describes the process of calculating this characteristic array. Now, we present two algorithms to judge the courseware documents. Algorithm 4 shown below is referred to as "objective" because it is based on the objective facts. It only uses the ratio of negative phrases to positive phrases extracted from each document in TrainWareS.
Proposition 3 Let k be number of TrainPhrSet in TainSet. Then the complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(K).
Proof . Note that the statement after "IF" is simple calculation for simple arithmetic calculation. Thus the main cost is in the t step "Calculate the set of characteristic arrays for all documents in TranSet by Algorithm 2 ", By proposition 2.it is linear.Hence the total cost can be evaluated as O(K). // reject doc else conclusion = "Yes"; // accept doc Algorithm 5 shown below is referred to as "subjective" because it is based on the score reflecting the subjective experience of the expert.
Algorithm 5 (Subjective Discrimination algorithm) Input: TrainWareS and the courseware document doc to be evaluated, EvaluationStyle; // EvaluationStyle is in {Optimistic, Pessimistic, Gymnastics} Ouput: The Evaluation conclusion of doc; // Pro or Con Steps:
Extarct TrainPhrSet from TainSet by Algorithm 1; According to EvaluationStyle, mine threshold array TrainWareS by Algorithm 3. Denote output as T_Array; Extract representative phrases from doc and denote as RepPhrases; Match each phrase of RepPhrases and get its score; if (NOT matched) p.score = 0; Get the characteristic array CA of doc by Algorithm 2; if (CA.Score < T_Array.Score) conclusion is "Con"; else conclusion is "Pro";
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
To demonstrate the effect of our algorithms, we have conducted an initial classroom-based experiment. In this section, we report our experimental study in terms of the design and method of analysis.
Objectives of the Classroom Experiment
The experiment was carried out in a classroom because of three reasons:
(1) An in-depth and thorough evaluation method for DRPA requires empirical comparison with human involvement in a real teaching environment, which can reveal the validity and robustness of DRPA.
(2) We want to understand the cognitive process of human beings when they are discerning or grouping the texts. This can help us develop DRPA to perform more "intelligently" and in a more "humanized" manner.
(3) Since the data collected in the classroom is believed to be more realistic and reliable, the result generated can serve as a standard reference for comparison with the one generated by DRPA.
Setup of the Classroom Experiment
Downloaded documents, which were in the area of Economics, were distributed to a group of 30 Economics-majored students. They were asked to read these documents in a one-hour session and to discern the documents into pro and con on this topic; they were asked to underline the sentences that gave hints on their judgment. Their strategies, methods or behavior applied in the reading process were recorded.
The experiment was conducted under a controlled environment in an invigilated classroom setting.
The following were the detailed steps of the experiment:
(1) Each person is distributed with a set of 10 pieces of documents.
(2) They are asked to read these articles with their own strategy in an hour.
(3) With the same topic defined in DRPA "The trend of Hong Kong economy", students are asked to discern the documents into pro and con on this topic.
(4) They were asked to underline the sentences that give hints on their judgment.
(5) If the document has positive standpoints, then mark +.
(6) After an hour, the documents are collected.
(7) An interview is conducted after the reading session. After the experiments were conducted, the importance of each proposition and the performance in their discrimination are evaluated on the basis of how the text was discriminated and marked by the students according to the method discussed in the following section.
Method of Analysis
Results of the classroom experiment are analyzed within the framework in terms of reading frequency, sentence distillation, diagnostic units and the discrimination result.
A. Reading Frequency
To find out the reading frequency before making discernment is an important reference to understand the human reading process. Table 3 shows that students need to read 1.28 times in average before making final discrimination. It tells that, even as intelligent like human beings, we would read a document more than once in order to make a judgment if necessary. In DRPA, the "reading" and "discernment" processes are in one linear flow: distill representative phrase à calculating characteristic array of a document à calculating threshold array à objective discrimination algorithm à subjective discrimination algorithm. Based on the finding about the human reading frequency, we would like to know if it is possible to make the discernment process more sophisticated and result more accurately in the way to "read" the document for over one time or adopt a recursive calculation. Percentage 79% 14% 6% 1% Table 3 . The notions and terminology used in this paper
Findings:

B. Sentence Distillation
After their documents are collected, the underlined sentences which provide hints for discernment were counted and averaged. The result is shown in Table 4 .
DRPA Classroom Experiment
Means 10.2 5.99 Table 4 . The average number of distilled sentences
Findings:
From the result shown in Table 4 , it is obvious that the number of sentences underlined by students in each document is smaller than that extracted by DRPA. The large number of sentences distilled by DRPA may indicate high degree of redundancy in the process of sentence distillation. The redundant phrases from DRPA may not bring any benefit to increase the hit rate in matching. The low matching rate in DRPA application implies that the locations where the representative sentences distilled suggested in DRPA (paragraph-initiated sentences / paragraph-last sentences / all sentences in first and last paragraphs) may not help get the most relevant and indicative sentences.
C. Diagnostic Units
Findings:
From the result of their marked documents and feedback in the interview, it is found that, within any text, there exists different heuristics that may contain obvious hints and important information helpful for document discrimination. Table 5 is a summary of diagnostic units that the students mostly noticed and used in the reading process: Getting insight from investigating the cognitive process of human being in reading, it is found that the semantic approach suggested in DRPA is not significant enough for corpus analysis. Rather, other components of NLP like the weight of titles, topic sentences in introduction and conclusion are believed as potential heuristics in contributing result with higher accuracy.
D. Discernment Result
Findings: Table 6 shows that 90% of the documents have the same result in judgment except Econ_C. Since the result generated by the human subjects is more reliable, the result of Econ_C generated by DRPA is believed to be incorrect. Document discernment is the process of spotting relevant hints and information from documents.
It involves sophisticated and intelligent manipulation of given knowledge as well as knowledge of natural language (Riloff E. and Lehnert W. 1994 ). The conclusion we can draw from the results of two experiments is that a system like DRPA, which uses only the existing semantic structure to determine the relative importance of the representative phrases, performs well to a certain extent. However, we have found that redundant and irrelevant phrases distilled in DRPA may not contribute much to correct discrimination.
Learned from classroom experiments, we can perform discrimination work more accurately and flexibly by considering a variety of hints or heuristics like the title or the topic sentence. In addition, the experiment tells that we have to extract sentences which are more representative and carries heavier weight than the one suggested in DRPA. This is important as it can minimize the ineffective distillation by extracting too many redundant and "less representative" sentences. With reference to the principle of content thinking information skills, there is a standardized "relationship" and "matching" between subjects and text pattern. For example, geographic document is always written in the Process Pattern while the historic documents are mostly in Sequence Pattern or
Cause and Effect Pattern. After we understand the relationship, we have to identify the "hot spot" in different pattern because most of the relevant and important information are located in specific hotspot according to specific pattern. Figure 1 shows the relationship between the pattern and the location. Representative phrases, according to the "hot spot method" mentioned above, are extracted in "hot spot"
(first paragraph) which should carry a heavy weight for discrimination. If there is no matching or the ratio of zero score in this hot spot is very high, then we extract and match the paragraph-initial and paragraph-final sentences from the rest of the document. Based on this summary, we may refine our method with the title method and "hot spot" approach as follows:
Introduction (hot spot area)
Supporting fact
Supporting fact
Conclusion
For those documents belonging to generalization pattern, the statements in the first paragraph always contain the opinion and the standpoint of an author. Other part like supporting facts which contain data or example are relatively less important for classification. Conclusion mostly is only the summary of above information of the supporting facts and repeated claiming of theme or standpoint mentioned in the first paragraph. So, the sentences in the first paragraph should be extracted and scored with heavier weigh. 
Conclusions on the Classroom Experiment
The title weighting and the hot spot method provide a guide for DRPA to distill representative phrases more flexibly and accurately. More than that, in the assaying process, the technique can keep recursive "reading"
and "scanning" the document for several times when judging whether the distillation needs to enroll into the second round or third round. We can see that the refined DRPA has the features of prioritization and the hierarchical structure. It is "intelligent" enough to make decision conditionally. (Please refer to the refined steps in the previous subsection).
Although there is no further experiment to test on other patterns for discrimination, it is believed that the performance is satisfactory even in other domains or patterns because the suggested approach for improving DRPA is to consider and dependent more on natural language understanding.
CONCLUSIONS
Train students the discernment ability is an important task in distance education. To improve the training effects, we have proposed a new method, called DRPA, to discriminate courseware document based on natural language understanding and Representative Phrase Assaying. Our main works includes:
l Suggests the web courseware on controversial social issues with different viewpoints.
l To construct the courseware for Discernment Ability, a method called DRPA (Discriminating via Representative Phrase Assaying) is presented with five-algorithms, i.e. algorithms for extracting representative phrases, algorithms for calculating characteristic array, algorithms for determining the threshold array, algorithms for objective judgment, and algorithms subjective judgment.
l A new concept called Gymnastics Threshold is proposed and proved to be more accuracy than transitional threshold.
l Extensive experiment algorithms are given. Our experimental results show that the algorithms are efficient. As a web courseware can be rather complex, much further work needs to be done. We are currently investigating issues on improving the accuracy of the evaluation and mining the threshold array by clustering technique.
Training students on the discernment ability is a new issue in Web education. This is just a beginning work.
A lot of work remains to be done, including how to manage the examination for discernment ability training, and how to collect the Web documents with different viewpoints, etc.. 
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